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Initial Fitness

Initial fitness landscape. Each agent chooses its initial and destination points randomly, and proportionally of the fitness of each position: black represents low fitness, while white represents maximum
fitness.
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Introduction

Network

Transportation networks are clearly critical infrastructures in our society. From a social perspective
they create social connectivity, and from an economic point of view they have an enormous impact on a nation’s economy and the global economy. There is a substantial amount of literature written about different types of transportation networks,
from streets in a city [1], to busses [2] and aeronautical networks [3]. In recent years a new point of
view has emerged thanks to the growth in Complex
Networks theory [4, 5]. This mathematical tool is
of great help in analyzing big structures and in measuring metrics describing their topology. Moreover,
time constraints like scheduling or route durations
can be easily included [6].

Transportation network calculated from the landscape. This network represents the emerging result
of agent movements.

Landscape Evolution
To our best knowledge, only a few works have studied how such transportation
networks are born and evolve. Specifically we want to focus in how transportation
networks are the emergent result of interactions of agents in a landscape of fitness.
This approach is somewhat similar to the work of Yamins et al. [7], nevertheless
our fitness landscape is not plain, and we do not focus only on urban transportation
- the approach we propose can be applied to any kind of transport mode.

(a)

The aim of the evolution is to aggregate the movements of agents thus creating
preferential paths. Real transportation networks are also created using this kind of
mechanism. For example, one can think about aeronautical networks where navigation aids are positioned along the preferred routes, and in turn aircraft utilise
those flight paths.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Evolution of the landscape of agent movements. The color scale represents the probability for an agent to pass in a zone (black means probability equal to zero). The
four figures are the accumulative results for (a) 500, (b) 1000, (c) 2000 and (d) 4000 movements. At an intermediate point, around 1000 - 2000 movements, a structure
clearly arises, this structure is the resulting transportation network, as the emergent behavior of the whole system emerges.
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